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WORMSER WINNERS· 
Finals of the Wormser Moot Court Competition -were argued Nov. 5, 1981. Oralists Matthew Sansverie, William 
Ko'vacsik, Robert BrQwn, and Carol QW1Cke'a&u;) {~,rgued before a ,ruB Jenr'h of? juJlges: ,fudge Edel.3t.7in, Southern 
District of New York; Judge Neaher, Eastern D'istriit of New York; and Judge Werker, Southern District of New 
){ork. . 
After a heated debate, MatthewSansverie was judged best oralist and William Kovacsik was runner-up. Linda 
Cantoni and Maria Cortese were honored: with the award for best brief, and Philip Murphy and Robert Irwin 
received Honorable Mention. 
From left to right: Mathew Sansverie, William Kovacsik, Linda Cantoni and Maria Cortese . 
..,; 
PROVOST'S PLACEMENTS 
by Kathy Kennealy 
The on-campus interviewing program 
has undergone subtle and not"so-subtle 
changes this year, and these changes. are 
only the beginning of a long-range plan for 
improving placement services at Fordham 
Law School. 
the challenge. Genuinely happy to be at 
Fordham, she described the students as 
warm, welcoming and friendly, and said 
thaL the faculty and administration has 
been very $upportive. . 
The changes that have occurred and 
will rontinue to occur in Fordham's place-
~ent p~ogram stem from an ambitious 
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At the center of these changes is Mau- seven-page statement Ms. Provost pre-
reen Provost, our new Director of Place- pared outlining her goals and objectives for 
ment. She has a combined Masters Degree the year, including Ii request for an in_ o ... 
in Counseling Psychology and Student De- creased budget and staff. With the help of 
velopment from S.U.N.Y.-Albany, with Valerie Murray, our new Assistant Direc-
the practical experience of coordinating the tor and another graduate of S.U.N.Y.-
recruitment program for N. Y. U. School of Albany 'Masters Program, she has begun to 
Law, and active1nvolverilent in the Nation- implement these plans. The earliest and 
. AALSA ACTIVI'11ES 
by Serene K. Nakano 
The Advocate staff apologizes for 
omitt.ing Fordham's Asian American Law -
Student group from its article on student 
activities prinwd in the Orientation issue. 
In recent years, the Fordham Asian-
American Law . Students Association 
(1v\LSA) has been the largest organiza-
tion on campus to focus on the needs of 
racial minority ' students. The organi7.a-
tion's growth in membership and activity 
has resulted in a concomitant increase in 
~the level of SEA financial support-fund-
Last year, members held Ii sushi party and 
ate at the best noodle restaurant in China-
town. They also initiated a minority stu-
dent recruitment program, soliciting law 
school applications from some 800 top 
Asian-American college students. Other 
activities included co-sponsorship of: a Law 
Day seminar to educate area college stu-
dents; the Third World Unity Conference 
which examined common historiea1 e~peri­
ences of racial minority groups in America; 
and a dance to raise funds to save 
Sydenham Hospital in Harlem. 
al Association for Law Placement. She most visible of these changes were made in 
came to us with energy, enthusiasm, and the on-campus recruitment program. For 
talent. In her two years at N. Y. U., she / the employers, she has prepared a package 
doubled the number of employers in- including an instructional memo on the on-
terviewing on campus, created numerous campus recuritment program, a list of ser-
informative' booklets for students, and vices provided to employers -by the Place-
worked with a6d learned from one of the ment Office, and materials de.scribing the 
most successful and well-run law school law school, the student ~dy, grading sys-
placement offices in the country. She feels tern, journals and moot court activities. 
that the Placement Office at Fordham can . For the students, she has also provided an 
ing has quadrupled in the last two years. 
Range of Activities 
provide a quality service to students, emp- instructional memo, plus a directory of the AALSA's activities have encom-
loyers, and alumni, and she is enjoying Continned on pnge 9 passed both the social and the political. 
Community Involvement 
Clinical work has also occupied the 
time of AALSA members, some of whom 
volunteered with the Asian-American Le-
Continued on page 4 
• 
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Retum 'of the 
Race Record . 
('OI/tilillen ti'OlII />llfW " 
term "rock-disco" . Punk was no longer an 
attitude, but a fashion fad. Little clubs 
downtown suddenly discovered such nu-
ances as $10.00 cover charges, $3.00 drinks 
and humorless' doormen who denied entry 
to anyone who didn't look sufficiently styl-
ish. An irresistable dance beat went from 
acceptable, to chic, to mandatory in rock & 
roll. The disco influenc~ even affected pro-
duction values. The second B-52's album, 
for instance, was mixed with flat, muddy 
highs and midranges, the bass beat over-
powering everything. It had been mixed, 
not for the radio or the home turntable, but 
for the dance-floor sound system - some-
thing disco producers had been doing for 
years. Even as people were proclaiming 
the death of disco, rock & roll was busily 
turning itself into disco. 
Next, consider reggae. The Stones 
and Blondie did it again. The latter scored a 
chaIt-topper with "The Tide is High" , and 
the former contributed Mick J. to "Walk 
and Don't Look Back," a big hit that would-
n't have had a bottom-of-the-class chance 
at Cravath of getting airplay if it had been 
left with only its writer and featured sing-
er, Peter Tosh. Again, the mainstream of 
rock & roll took Black music and gave it 
mass appeal. 
On the surface, this trend may not 
seem unhealthy. People are loosening up 
their attitudes towards disco, reggae and 
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Black music generally. The problem is that 
this hasn't brought one shred of additional 
attention to the Black performers and .mu-
sicians who created disco and reggae in the 
first place. The jocks down at WNEW-FM 
where-rack-lives, and at WPLJ. knew that it 
was all right to gush about what a hot re-
cord "Rapture" is, but that they'd get 
lynched if they ever tried airing Kurtis 
Blow or the Sugar Hill Gang. (They've .no-
thing to worry about, of course, si.nce it 
would never in a lifetime occur to them to 
do so.) New Wave fans are eating up 
Blondie's cover version of rap disco, but 
they still booed Grandmaster Flash off the 
stage of Bond's on opening night of the 
Clash's eight-night stand. The attitude is 
simple. Take exactly the same style ofmu-
sic. When blackS do it, it's disco and "it 
sucks." When Whites do it, it's "dance-ori-
ented rock" and it's the best thing to hap-
pen in years. The racism in such duplicity is 
blatant. 
The race record mentality is at it's 
worst when it produces such inferior cover 
versions as the recent Harry/Stein forays 
into reggae and rap. Even at best , though. 
the trend has ugly overtones. Talking 
Heads released "Remain in Light" a year 
ago. The album was a radical departure for 
the group. rooted firmly - in fact, cent-
rally - in the poly rhythms and one-chord 
grooves of African pop. On the merits. the 
album was one of the best of 1980, richly 
textured and just plain funky . It did not. 
however, do anythi ng - not a 1/ ytlt i IIg -:- to 
bring real African pop to the attention of 
. American audiences. The Pepperrrtint 
Lounge crowd went wild over the cover 
version, but weren't even curious about 
the real thing. It was, after all, just race 
music. 
Granted, disco has shown the same 
kind 'of racism to an extent. Clubs like 
Studio 54, XenOn and New Y~rk New York 
were not well-known for letting Blacks 
onto their dance floors. Even now, WBLS's 
Frankie Crocker is under attack by the 
Black community for looking after the 
needs of the music industry rather than 
minority listeners. Nonetheless, you have 
only to tune an ear to the boxes on a typical 
Saturday in Central Park to realize that 
disco is still the preferred music of young 
Blacks and Hispanics. 
The race record/cover version di-
chotomy cuts deeper. It's an "Anything 
you can do, we can do better" attitude 
taken to a racist extreme. It not only dis-
misses the Black antecedents of rock & roll. 
it refuses to acknowledge their existence. 
Listeners and industry people seem to 
th'ink that Blondie invented rap music. and 
that White disco musicians have '('ome up 
with something brand new. It's more than 
just ''We cando it better. " It's "Until we do 
it. it doesn't exist." 
One of the morning jocks at Rock 
Lives recently came Qut of "The Tide is 
High" saying "Man, it sure is good to have 
some reggae to play on the air." Of course. 
he's always had plenty of reggae to play on 
the air. Toots'and the Maytals, the Wail-
ers. Linton Kwesi Johnson - they've all 
been turning out new releases periodically. 
What he meant to say was that it was good 
to have some White reggae to play on the 
air . 
The problem can be traced back to the 
days when White jazzmen like Benny 
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Goodman and Glenn Miller got the atten-
tion denied their· Black counterparts, and 
probably further than that. The cause is 
invariably pinheaded marketing experts 
who "knew" that the mass audience would 
never accept Black music. Whether the au-
dience would have or not is something we'll 
never know. The attitude has been around 
long enough to become a self-fulfilling pro-
phecy. For decades. listeners have been 
denied exposure to Black music, and told 
that they wouldn't like . it anyway. Of 
course, when people final.1y got a taste of it, 
they reacted negatively, like little kids told 
for years that they'd hate spinach. 
Encouraged by the shortsightedness 
of the industry, White rock & roll listeners 
have developed an ethnocentric attitude 
that rejects the very roots of the music 
they claim to love. New Wave types are the 
- worst offenders, but they're not alone. 
There are Bruce Springsteen fanatics 
who've never heard of Sam Cooke or Otis 
Redding, Blues Brothers fans who couldn't 
p,ick Sam and Dave out of a police line-up. 
and Bob Seeger enthusiasts who agree that 
"Today's music . 'ain't got the same soul." 
but spent their junior high school days dis-
missing real soul with racial invective. 
Perhaps history will repeat itself. 
R&B did everttually become rock & roll. 
Ray Charles did eventually knock Perry 
Como off the charts. Maybe someday Kur-
tis Blow will outshine Deborah Harry as 
easily as Little Richard now outshines Pat 
Boone. But it's worthwhile thinking back 
to the days of the race record. and remem-
bering what happens when the influenced. 
and not the influence, get all the attention. 
MONDAY NOVEMBER 16 
BAR BRI Presents 
Free three-hour review 
of Evidenee. 
Video of Fordham's own 
former dean, Joseph 
Melaughli'n 
, 
, , 
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INTRODUCING 
THE FORDHAM 
LAWT·SHIRT 
UNIVERSITV SHOP 
LOWENSTEIN 
CENTER 
TAKE YOUR EXAMS LIKE A Pro 
IDRKSHOP IN TAKING lAW SCHOOL EXAMS 
Presentation by law Schx>1 Professor 
Barbizon Plaza Ibtel 
100 Central Park South 
New York, . New York 
N::>verrber 14 or N::>vember 21, 1981 
9toSpn 
For Infoma.tion: TAIGN:; lAW SCHCOL E>mMS 
110 Bleecker Street 
Apt. 17F 
New York, New York 10012 
(212)124-2792 evenings 
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The Advocate is the stude'f/,t ne'Wspaper of the Fordham University School of Law. 
published by and for the students, Editorial opinions expressed are those of the 
Editor-in-Chief. and do not necessarily reflect those of the University. the School, 
, the students nor individual members of the staff Communications may be addres-
sed to The Advocate, Fordham University Schgol of La ,Room 048A, 140 West 62 
Street, N e'W York City 1 OO!!:] , Advertisi'Y/{/\ inquiries should be addressed to the 
Business Manager, Letters to the Editor , preferably typed . are welcome. 
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mi~ EDITOR'S CORNER 
This past May brought many dismal 
final grades as well as many brilliant ones . . 
Most fell somewhere in the middle, disap-
pearing into the uncomfortable anonymity 
of "average." Most students, were excep-
tional undergraduates and thus gained ad-
mission to Fordham Law School: Law 
school acceptance letters were votes of con-
fidence. Fordham was willing tO'invest time 
and energy into our legal training. in return. 
we paid tuition and received an education. 
I do not know the exact number of 
students who failed to make the grade or 
the extent of financial hardship they thu~ 
incurred. It is impossible to know which of 
these students attended school for lack of 
anything more constructive to do, and 
which were attempting to fulfill life-long 
ambitions of becoming lawyers. It is also 
conceptually difficult to understand the 
correlation between maintaining a 70.0 av-
erage and competence as an attorney, as 
opposed to maintaining a 69.0 average and 
professionaI.incompetence. 
It is recognized that any strict numeri-, 
cal cut-off is, by definition, arbitrary and 
inflexible. One point below equals "fail-
ure. " One point above-"success." Yet, 
the beauty of Law is its inherent flexibility . 
In Moot Court, opposing teams write. per-
suasive briefs; each team unsure of its im-
pact untii the final determination is made. 
Landmark decisions breaking with legal 
precedent are heralded as examples ofbril-
liance and insight. 
In Law is the impetus for change and 
growth. With the litigant lies the chal-
lenge. 
If our grading system is not accomp-
lishing valid goals, or is doing so at too 
harsh a personal price-why not break 
~th past Fordham tradition and allow 
room for student input towards humaniz-
ing the academic system? In the same way 
that our most cherished legal notions have 
"changed with the times," perhaps so can 
our academic procedures, Without sacrific-
ing the quality of our education or the repu-
tation of our school. It is certainly worth a 
try. . 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Professor Joseph M. Perillo has been ap-
pointed acting dean replacing Dean 
McLaughlin who was appointed to the 
bench of the Eastern District of New York 
by President Reagan. 
The Advocate wishes Dean Perillo the 
best of luck in his new position. He'll prob-
ably need it, and we're sure he deserves it. 
1'0. 'hole~ Uu P hal malchow 
CLEMENS' 
ClANGEHS 
by Jeff Bigman 
After a quick romp through the works 
of Mark Twain, it is hard to believe that he 
didn't experience law school. There are un-
confirmed rumors that he attended under 
the alias of Mulligan or Cardozo, but sub-
stantiating these rumors would be beyond 
the scope of this article. However, if you 
chance five minutes of your valuable study 
time to read this piece, the wisdom of 
Twain may be able to put your year in 
perspective and make your finals a more' 
enjoyable experience:-
THOUGHTS OF TWAIN: 
• ON THE 1ST DAY (and many through-
out the year): "He surveyed the fence, and 
all gladness left him and a deep melancholy 
settled down on his spirit. Thirty yards of 
board f~nce nine feet high. Life to him 
seemed hollow, and existence but a 
burden." 
• ON THE LIBRARY: "All the modern 
inconveniences. " 
• 'ON THE STUDENTS IN THE 
LIBRARY: "Nothing so needs reforming 
as other people's habits." ' 
• ON LOCKERS: "Put all your eggs in the 
one basket and - WATCH that basket." 
ON 1ST YEAR COURSES: 
• CONTRACTS: "Pity is for the 4ving, 
envy is fo'r the dead. " 
• CRIMES: "Few things are harder to put 
up with than the annoyance of a good ex-
ample ." 
• TORTS (On defamation): "It takes your 
enemy and your friend, working together, 
to hurt you to the heart; the one to slander 
you and the other to get the news to'you<' 
• CIV PRO (On the Socratic Method used): 
"Of all the creatures that were made man is 
the most detestable. Of the entire brood he 
is the only one - the solitary one - that 
possesses malice. That is the basest of all 
instil)cts, passions, vices - the most hate-
ful.. .He is the only creature t.hat inflicts 
pain for sport, knowing it to be pain ... Also 
- in all the list he is the only creature that 
has a nasty mind." 
.CON LAW: "It is by the goodness of God 
that in our country we have those three 
unspeakable precious things: freedom of 
speech, freedom of conscience, and the 
prudence never to-practice either of them. " 
• PROPERTY (On Landlords & Rent 
Control): "He is now fast rising from affiu-
, ence to poverty." 
• LEGAL WRITING: "The trade of critic, 
in literature, music, and the drama, is the 
most degraded of all trades." 
• ON MOOT COURT: "I was a-trembling 
because I'd got to decide forever betwixt 
two things, and I knowed it. I studied for a 
minute, sort of holding my breath, and 
then !'lays to myself, 'All right then, I'll go 
to HELL." 
• ON T.A.s: "I'll learn him or kill him." 
• ON CASEBOOKS: "Customs do not con-
cern themselves with right or wrong or 
reason. But they have to be obeyed; one -
reasons all around them until he is tired, 
but he must not transgress them, it is 
sternly forbidden." 
• ON - THE REASONING IN CASE-
BOOKS: "Its name is PUBLIC OPINION. 
It is held in reverence. It settles every-
thing. Some think it is the voice 'Of God. " 
• ON CLASS DISCUSSIONS: "I was 
gratified to be able to answer promptly, 
ang I did. I saisI I don:t know." 
• IN GENERAL: "When angry. count 
four; w he n very angry, swear." 
Lastly. while sitting through endless 
hours of classes and casebooks, re!TIember 
to heed Twain's final words of wisdom: 
"Let us be thankful for the fools. But for 
them the rest of us could not succeed." 
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Some th ings are better the second time around - tak ing the bar exam 
isn't one of them. 
- . 
Take a good look at the Marino-Josephson/BRC Course and we think 
you will agree that there is no better assurance that you will have to take 
the New Y ork-Bar Exam only once. 
No other cour~ has -our experience (over thirty years with the New 
York exam and seven years with the Multistate Exam), our record (over 
30,000 New York attorneys, consistently superior New York passing 
rates, exceptional ·Multistate performance), our materials (our Capsule 
Outlines and Law Summaries prepared by the same people who produce 
the Sum & Substance of Law series and annotated and ed ited by the 
Marino staff), the lecturers (drawing from Marino's experienced staff of 
bar exam specialists and B RC's faculty of over ninety outstanding law 
-teachers) or our uniquely effective study program (the Programmed 
Learning System featuring constant feedback, pacing and discipline). 
Bob Browne B R C Rep s 
-Margaret Hayes \ -: i 
~ = ~ Jane Piesman - ~  ~ -
Robert Platt """ ~ = ;:: .. "., ~,. ~ - ~ ~... '-
Anthony Princi ~ ~ = ~ ~ 
-'. ~ ~=~ ~ J. Blair Richardson """1. ' ~  S ~ •••.... -"""IIII~~ S ~\\\\\\\\\ • 
.. · .... • .. 1111111111 '"11111111 .... " . 
BEST OF BOTH WORLDS 
(BRC 
Andrew Spinell 
Mike Sweeney 
Don Sapala 
Tom Ostendorf 
Alan Winkler 
Jamie Brickell 
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For your 
information 
This column will include information 
subm'itted to The Advocate by the various ' 
student organi~tions. 
1. Blnt" Alller i('(/ll Lnlf' Stllr/ellt As.qoC'in· 
lion: The purpsoe of our organization is to 
encourage much needed minority recruit-
ment and to lend support, both scholasti-
cally and otherwise. to Black American 
Law Students at Fordham. Our meetings 
are held the first Saturday of every month 
at 11:00 A.M. in Room 207. 
2. Student Bal' Association-Minlltes of 
Meeting: The S.RA. meeting was held on 
·September 14, 1981 at 5:30 P.M. in Room 
207. The following are the subjects that 
wp.rp. covered: A) Attendance was taken. 
B) Boat Ride III-Mone~' was allocated. b~' 
a unanimous vote, to subsidize the Circle 
Line Boat Ride. Tickets were distributed 
to the S. B.A. representatives to sell to stu-
dents at :512.50 per ticket. C)l-E Class 
'Party-,Iim Clementi, IE, requested 
::l IOO.OO from the S.RA. to hold a l-E 
party on Thursday, September 17 at 8:00 
p.m. His request was unanimously ap-
proved. D) Baseball Tournament-Tom 
Bisdale, 3A, requested funding to enable 
Fordham Law School to enter a softball 
tournament sponspored by Boston Univer-
sity Law School to be held the weekend of 
October 9. $250.00 and fifteen T-shirts 
were allocated, by a unanimous vote, con-
ditioned on the availability of fifteen stu-
dents to participate in the tournament. 
E)Meeting adjourned at 6:05 p.m. F) Next 
S.RA. meeting-Saturday, October 10 at 
10:00 a.m. in Room 203 to consider budget 
requests. Minutes were submitted by Su-
san Esposito, Secretary of the S.B.A. 
:3 . Urban Law Journal: The Fordham Ur-
ban Law Journal is a scholarly legal publi-
cation edited by the students of the law 
schooL It consists of professional articles 
and student pieces which address timely 
urban topics-a city's legal. social. eco-
nomic and political concerns. The Journal 
publishes four books, totaling approxi-
mately 1000 pages, annually. Now in its 
tenth year of publication, the Journal is 
viewed not only as an effective vehicle for 
student publication, but as an authoritative 
voice in the area of Urban Law. 
Membership on the staff is open to 
students who have completed their first 
year of law school, or in the case of the 
evening division, the first half of the second 
year. Staff members are required to work on 
weekly "footnoting" assignments. In addi-
tion, each student must write an article of 
publishable quality. 
The Board of Editors is selected each 
Spring by the out-going Board from among 
those staff members who have completed 
the writing requirement. An editor-in-
. chief, managing editor, writing and re-
search editor , two articles editors, five 
commentary editors, a business editor and 
up to four associate editors, perform all 
tasks incident to publication - staff man-
agement, topic research and selection, and 
the editing of both student and professional 
articles. . 
The Fordham Urban Law Journal de-
mands a substantial commmittment oftime 
and energy from the staff and editorial 
board. No class credit is conferred for work 
on the Journal, but the rigorous training in 
The Advocate 
F .L.S. ACTIVITIES 
S.BA. Olarts · Gaills in· Coming Year 
by Anne Murtagh. 
SBA President 
This year, the S.RA. plans to publis\1 
an article in every issue of The Advocate to 
highlight how it is working- to make your 
life at Fordham Law $chool better. We 
have had a very successful year up to this 
point. 
1. Xaox Machines: The S.B.A. has 
been lobbying for new Xerox machines for 
the past three years. Our efforts have paid 
off. A new contract was signed and the new 
machines have already arrived. 
2. Boateus R ideum Ill : Due to Bill McGin-
ty's efforts, the S.B.A. sponsored a suc-
cessful Circle Line Boat Ride on Sep-
tember25. . 
3. Tang Number 1: Traditionally, the 
S.RA. has sponsored mid-week parties 
during the semester to lift everybody's spi-
rits. They entitled them "Tangs." We do 
not know why! We are going to retain this 
odd and inexplicable tradition. Tang #1 
was held Wednesday, September 9th in 
honor of the new Placement Office staff. 
Beer, wine and munchies were served and 
gifts wer~ given to all in the Placement 
Office for . the great jobs they have done. 
We hope that those who attended enjoyed 
themselves and we encourage those who 
couldn't attend to come to the next Tang. 
The S. R A. will try to sponsor one Tang per 
month. Thanks to all who helped. 
4. Cafeteria Food: S.RA. negotiations 
with SAGA (food service) wre instrumen-
tal in changing the cafeteria. We. no longer 
have pre-wrapped sandwiches. The new 
Fordham Law School delicatessen pro-
vides sandwiches (made to order), a selec-
tion of salads, fruits and munchies. This is a 
long awaited and welcome change. Our 
thanks to SAGA. 
5. Cafeteria Atmosphere: SAGA has 
agreed to have plans drawn up to establish 
a new serving avea with two cash registers. 
A new "look" for the cafeteria is sorely 
needed. Although this plan must be ap-
proved by the University budget commit-
tee, we are optimistic that with student 
support, we will get the necessary funding 
legal writing and analysis is considered ex-
cellent preparation for the practice of law. 
The Journal has become a tradition at the 
law schoQI and is recogni:l!ed throughout 
t he profession as a source of insight and 
information on urban issues. 
this year. 
6. Magn etic Security System: The S.B .A 
has requested a magnetic security system 
for several years but the expense waS too 
large for the law.school budget. Bibliojuris, 
Inc. donated the money it made last year to 
be used for this purpose. The library now 
has a magnetic security system to screen 
the check-out of all library materials. 
Thanks to the bookstore employees for this 
new system and for running a great service 
for the students. 
7. Placement Office: The S.B.A. lobbying 
efforts for placement office expansion have 
been successful. This past summer, the 
University approved a budget allocatioll 
for the hiring of an assistant director. 
Fordham Law School has an excellent 
placement staff to aid students in job-
hunting. Thank you to Maureen, Valerie, 
Joy and Joyce. 
8. Directory: The S.B:A: funds and organ-
izes the Fordham Law School Student di-
rectory: It should be printed and distribu-
ted by mid-November. One copy will be 
available for each student. 
9. Basketball: Any student who would like 
to play basketball can play on Thesday 
nights at Power Memorial High School. A 
fee oUIO.OO per semester must be submit-
ted to Larry Noyer, 2B, Dave McCabe, 2B, 
or Bill Brennan, 2A. 
10. Upcoming Projects: The S.B.A.'s up-
coming projects include a F.L.S. 
yearbook, the installation of mailboxes for 
all students (on the lower level opposite the 
elevator), the distribution of copies of last 
year's examinations in all courses, and pos-
b1bly a "Barrister's Ball" (a semi-formal 
dinner dance for all faculty, administration, 
and students). . 
11. Search Committee for a new Dean of 
Faculty: As S.RA. President, I will be 
representing the student body on the 
search committee to fill the position of 
Dean of Faculty. If you have any concerns 
that you would like expressed, please in-
form me. . 
Thanks to all for supporting the or-
ganizations at F .L. S. If you have any sug-
gestions, comments, or complaints, the 
S.RA. is here to help. Drop any S.RA .. 
officer a note. Current S.B.A. news and 
progress will be reported weekly on the 
S.B.A.· bulletin board on the lower level, 
opposite the elevator. It is hard to miss the 
brightly colored signs! 
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Fordham Women 
Plan Year 
The Fordham Law Women, as a 
group, aim to alert students and profes-
sionals alike to the possibilities ~nd prob-
lems faced by women in the law. This year 
the group consists of approximately 50 
members. The group's goals and activities 
for this year include: 
Speakers Panels on topics such as 
E.R.A. and Balancing Career and Family 
Life. 
Raffle to send a Fordham representa-
tive to the Thirteenth Natiorull Convention 
011 Women and the Law in Detroit. 
Michigan. 
Passage of the Equal Rights Amend-
ment. 
Formation of smaller support groups. 
Networking with female alumni. 
Joint Projects with other Law Women 
Groups. 
1\ll-Day Conference on Women and 
the Law at Fordham. 
Establishing Resource Matei'ial on 
Women's Issues. 
Formation of smaller. special interest 
groups. 
Research on Battered Women. 
Establishing a "Women and .the Law" 
course. 
Screening complaints about sexism at 
Fordham. 
The group intends to hold several get-
together meetings throughout the year 
which all interested students are invited to 
attend. Notices will be posted conspicuous-
ly in the foyer or will appear in this news-
paper. 
Students can contact the group 
through their mailbox in the Student Bar 
Association Office, Room 040. 
AALSA . 
Contililier/from prtqe I 
gal Defense' and .l<;ducation Fund, a law 
office headquartered in Chinatown. 
AALSA funded the publication of two 
pamphlets geared toward lay individuals, 
one on wills and the other on New York 
Small Claims Court. These pamplets are 
presently. being translated into Japanese, 
Chinese and Korean for the benefit of re-
cent immigrants. 
AALSA members also collaborated on 
a brief which was submitted to the Con-
gressional committtee convened to con-
sider the issue of redress to Japanese-
Americans interned by the American gov-
ernment during World War II. 
An Appeal 
This year, AALSA will continue its 
fusion of social functions and legal work. It 
hopes to increase its collaboration with 
Fordham's Black American Law Students 
Association (BALSA) and Latin American 
Law Students Association (LALSA), on 
the issues of minority recruitment, finan-
cial aid, and academic support for first year 
students. Finally, AALSA, the most active 
members of which have been day students, 
invites evening students to participate, 
too-at least join us for dim sum on Mott 
Street some evening. 
/ 
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FIVE WEST 
EIGHTH STREET 
L 
SEVENTY-NINE 
WORTH STREET 
\ 
NEW YORK. NY 10011 
(212) 254-7336 
NEW YORK. NY 10013 
(212) 226-4058 
/ 
" I 
The Utlsloppy Copy Shops are service centers WhicfL specialize in 
legal work. Owned and operated by two att~neys, the shops have in 
two short years done more work for the law student population of 
New York City than any other "acility. There simply is ·no other ' 
existing facility of its kind. We have the most sophisticated word 
processing ,and duplicating equipment , available, our word processors 
currently storing in memory the RESUME~ of over two thousand law 
students. 
On Thursday., O~tober '1, 1981, the Unsloppy Copy Shops will 
inaugurate the next step in the legal job search. We have compiled, 
selected, and input the names and addresses of thousands of law , 
firms, corporations, ' and government ag.encies categorized by size, 
legal specialization and location. To send your personalized letter to 
any of these lists, all you need do is bring us your letter and tell us 
which list(s) you would like to mail to. We will do the rest--at a cost 
of as low as 55 to 75 cents per letter, depending on the means of 
reproduction you choose. The followi~g lists will be available 
immediately: 
General Practice firms - grouped by size - N. Y .C. 
Gen'eral Counsel - N. Y .C. COI;porations / 
General Counsel - N.Y. Metropolitan Area Corporations 
Firms of 30 or more Partners - N. Y .C. -
Firms of 15 to 29 Partners -~ N. Y .C. 
Firms of 7 to 14 Partners - N. Y .C. 
Firms of 4 to 6 Partners:- N.Y.C. 
Admiralty & Maritime Law Firms - N.Y.C. 
I , 
Antitrust Law Firms - N.Y.C. 
~ankruptcy and Reorganization Firms - N. Y .C. 
Constitutional Law Firms - N.Y.C. 
Copyright Patents & Trademarks Firms - N.Y.C. 
Corporate Law Firms - N. Y .C. - Grouped by size 
Criminal Law Firms - N. Y .C. 
/ Family .Law F-irms - N.Y.C. 
Immigration & Naturalization Law Firms - N.Y.C; 
Insurance .Law Firms
r
- N.Y.C~ .. 
Litigation Firms - N. Y .C. - Grouped by size 
Negligence Law Firms - N.Y.C. \ 
Hea.\ Estate Law Firms - N. Y .C. I 
Tax Law Firms':' N. Y .C~ 
Trusts & Estates Law Firms - N. Y .C. \ 
i 
j ) I 
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FLS,1JNICITRAL, .JCS and 
the New Economic Order 
by Maria T. Cortese 
Internationru law is a field foreign to 
most people, including Fordham Law stu-
dents. Yet it would not be an exaggeration 
to say that international relations affe<;t 
every aspect Of society-be it our economy, 
environment, or simply the attitude with 
which we view ourselves as a nation. 
Nevertheless, we manage to treat this field 
as a world removed from our own concerns 
of contracts and remedies when, in fact , 
everything is interrelated. With every con-
ference, and every treaty, history is cre-
ated. Its impact cannot be adequately em-
phasized. Professor Joseph C. Sweeney of 
.Fordham University School of Law em-
bodies the enthusiasm with which Interna-
tionallaw should be greeted and, in fact, 
has repeatedly participated in the making 
of ('history." . 
This past June, a symposium was held 
in. Vienna by the U.N. Commission on In-
ternational Trade (UNCITRAL), an organ 
of the U.N. General Assembly, whose 
function is to ''bring about the harmoniza-
tion of trade laws in the world. In the Com-
mission's fourteen-year history, it has suc-
cessfully developed a new convention on 
the carriage of goods by sea, the Hamburg 
Rules, at which conference Professor 
Sweeney was the U.S. Representative, 
and the international convention on Inter-
national sales law. The Commission is also 
attempting to codify bills and notes and 
( ~ommerical paper. Professor Sweeney 
served as aU. S. delegate for the 1981 Vie-
nna Annual Meeting of UNCITRAL and 
also serve -l on the Faculty for the sym-
posium, the second ofits kind. ''The U.N. is 
conscious of the need to train people of 
developing countries in subjects "that are 
under consideration by UNCITRAL," 
Professor Sweeney said. This year's ple-
nary session was thus used as an opportun-
ity to conduct a seminar in international 
trade problems for young diplomats and 
civil servants from developing countries. A 
number of nations contributed to a volun-
tary fund to bring seventy students re.pre-
senting countries such as Yemen, Qatar, 
Upper Volta, Indonesia and Singapore, A 
number of interested participants from the 
U.S., Canada, Switzerland, West Ger-
many and Italy paid their own way. Fif-
teen · topics were discussed, "but these 
should have been cut down to one or two 
topics so that they could be dealt with more 
thoroughly," Professor Sweeney added. 
The major problem is funding. "In limiting 
the number of topics discussed, one pre-
supposes. the ability to hold these symposia 
regularly . ..The last one was in 1975. Since it 
is done so infrequently, the decision hasl 
been to include every possible topic." The 
faculty itself represented a widely qiverse 
conglomeration of nationalities, including 
Japan, Canada, A!:!§tria, France, the 
USSR, West Germany, East German, 
Hungary, Poland, Ghana, Finland and 
. Yugoslavia. Professor Sweeney lectured 
on international maritime law, dealing with 
"changes in law, forced by changes in tech-
nology and chang!ng economic circum-
stances." Although Professor Sweeney's 
lecture was scheduled to last 50 minutes, it 
actually ran almost two hours. The goal of 
his lecture, Professor Sweeney explained, 
was to "present the students with facts and 
RES IPSA LOQUlTU~ 
impartial interpretation of those facts. One 
must weigh both sides of controversial is-
sues. In this atmosphere one must not rep-
resent the view of one country, but rather 
impiirtially relate different view points. 
"However," he continued,· "it's like wear-
ing two hats" since immediately preced-
ing the lecture it was Professors Sweeney's 
job to represent the U.So's viewpoint dur-
ing the UNCTIRA~ plenary session, 
something he has been doing since 1970. 
The plenary session ambitiously set a goal 
of its own. ''They agreed to continue and 
conclude' work on a convention on interna-
tional commercial paper and to proceed 
with new investigations on international 
contracting practices and contracts for 
large industrial works, as part of its con-
tribution to the new international eco-
nomic order," he added. 
The future impact of the UNCITRAL 
sYmposia could be far reaching, since, as 
Professor Sweeney said, "the future lead-
ers who attended could potentially affect 
titude towards the future of international 
relations acting in concern with the United 
Nations which. as a whole. is greater than 
the sum of its parts. He strongly feels that 
"the U. S. public tends to downgrade the 
United Nations and to be disappointed 
with the obvious political failures . of the 
U.N. The public doesn't t'ealize the great 
number of useful subjects being dealt with 
by the U.N., and after all, the United Na-
tions is what the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. are 
comfortable with. Neither the U.S. nor the 
U. S. S. R. were prepared for the U. N. to be 
a world government. This disappoints 
many people because the U. N. seems to 
have many failures but. in the long run. 
international cooperation will be possible 
through the U.N. which would not other-
wise be possible." 
• 
- international law for the next 40years." 
Among other projects. Professor 
Sweeney is writing a book on the Inter-
governmental Maritime Consulatative Or-
ganization (IMCO) and is also running the 
Fordham Corporate Law Institute which 
will take place on N qvember 17th and 18th, 
and will deal with the subject of multi-
modal transportation. 
The Pieper New York State - Multistate Bar 
Review offers an integrated approach to the New 
Y ~rk Bar Exam. We emphasize sophisticated 
memory techniques, essay writing skills and a concise~ \ 
organized presentation of the law. Y ou will be 
prepared and . confident. 
PIEPER NEW YORK-MULTISfAm BAR REVIEW 
It Speaks For ItseH. 
SCHOOL REPS: 
Mitchell Aaron 
Carolyn Karp 
1 S1 7 Franklin A venue 
Mineola, New York, 11501 
(516) 747~4311 
Limited Enrollment. Early Registration Discount to Nov. 3D, 1981 
Professor Sweeney has a positive at-
NATIONAL MOOT COURT TEAM 
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER EIGHTEENTH 
NEW YORK cnv BAR ASSOCIATION 
42 WEST 44th STREET 
4 P.M. TO 8 P.M. 
SUPPORT YOUR TEAM! / 
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ATTENTION ALL 
STUDENTS 
THE ADVOCATE 
needs writers, artists) 
cartoonists, editors, 
proofreaders, you name it, 
we need it. 
STOP BY OUR OFFICE, 
ROOM 048A (OPPOSITE 
THE CAFETERIA) 
OR 
CALL: 841-5176 
I 
, 
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Journals 
Strike 
Out 
dubious - legality. Carol Cimkowski and 
Serene Nakano keenly noted that "Ken 
Hanley, playing shortstop for the Law Re-
view, was none other than the Kenneth 
Hanley, star shortstop for the Mets' Tide- Fine Italian Cuisine 
,'water farm club. The ULJ immediately 
lodged a formal protest against continuing. 
the , game. But the umpire, Eddie Roth, 
by 'Jane F. Tong overruled this objection, and the game 
, 'Where Quality Comes 
Fi~t - You'll Taste the 
Difference" 
The 10th Annual Urban Law Journal- ended with the same score of 10-2. 
Law Review softball classic was played The vicissitudes of fickle fortune have 
this year on September 10th, with the Law not daunted ULJ aspirations in (this rival-
Review Squad narrowly triumphing by a ry. Not only has the ULJ challenged the 
score of 10-2. ,--' Law Review team to a rematch, but in the 
The ULJ jumped out to the early lead history of this annual classic this victory is , 
in the first inning, 2-0. These runs could be - only the second that Law Review has en-
attributed to the fact that ULJ was the joyed. Further, it was unanimously agreed 
better team, and demonstrated their su- that this game's result turned solely on the 
perior skills and ability. Richard Tashjian difference between the two teams' ability 
baffled Law Review hitters with his blaz- to hit, field and pitch. . 
3587 E. Tremont Ave., 
Bronx ing fastball, as other ULJ members scat-
tered hits over the field. 
Law ReVIew had tried to insure their 
ultimate victory by viciously kidnapping 
the ULJ skipper, Scott Simpson. To cover 
their feJonious act, Law Review members 
alleged that Scott "was in a meeting." 
Charges have yet to be brought. 
In the sixth inning, :is Law Review 
stared defeat in the face, Eddie Roth and 
Sal Santoro (the Law Review pitchers) cal-
led a secret meeting on the mound, at 
which the subjects of bubblegum-and spit-
tle arose. Then suddenly, ULJ was unable 
to get a hit out of the infield. Law Review 
further employed a policy: of "cheap shots," 
notably by Dean Vigliano~ who hit a ball 
into the trees in the hope that it would . 
elude the outfielders. Puny hits like these 
resulted in a seven-run siXth inning, put-
ting Law Review ahead, 10-2. 
As the sun began to set on the game, 
ULJ valiantly struggled for runs, with the 
Law Review squad continuing its plays of 
I·································~ • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
:: In consideration :: .~ . 
· :. i for · ~ · i 
(212) 792-3600 
' (212) 824-7766 
• • 
• • ~aw 
I
: The Alumni Association of The: 
Fordham University School of Law an-: 
n.ounces ~he establishment o~"The Hen- 5- W~ fT~. 
netta Mice Metcalf MemonaJ Award" L.:==============~ 
to be given annually, beginning in 1984, ,. "....-_____________ -" 
to the member of the graduating class, by Evelyn Capassaksis 
! who has achieved the highest grade in Lexplication 
: the course in Contracts. This award has a fee simple: an easy case for making big 
: been established in memory of his bucks 
: mother by Mr. Addison M. Metcalf, who a totten trust: takes charge of a child during 
: has been Faculty Law Clerk at the Law custody proceedings 
:: School for over fourteen years. de facto: the crucial point that makes (or 
: : breaks)acase 
r. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ; L:::.de::....L..:;·u;.;.r~e:..;;t""'he.;;;....;;:tn..:.;·e;;;;.rs=..;:.;of:..:f:;;;;.ac;:;.:t _____ __' 
BABOB) 
$100 Diseount Extended 
to 
1 
Monday, Nov. J 6, 1981 
/ 
See your loeal rep.-for details: 
./ 
Bill Brennan / 
Nancy Camersano 
Paul Chairmonte 
Hank Collins 
Matt Connolly 
Donna Eckstein 
, Randy ,Habib 
Adam Hoffinger 
Marty Cronin 
Ralph Eckstein 
- , 
Steve Roth 
Rich Hill 
Mark Sarro 
Jon Walsh • 
Tom Ostendorf 
Dean Vigliano 
Ann Murtagh 
_Cecile O'Connpr 
Ed Jenks 
Donna Delehanty 
r 
Serene Nalcano 
I 
Karen Walsh 
John Lyons 
Dennis Spates 
ColJeen Joyce 
,Joe Hanczor 
, Nancy Tormy 
RandiHabeeb 
Marybeth Quaranta 
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Married students find balance, stability, hope for the future 
J)y Matt Sansverie 
"A load of books, a jug of coffee and thou" 
This article is the product of the 00-. 
thor's interviews with several married sec· 
ond-year day students. To preserve anon-
ymity--rLe has constructed four composite 
characters. He hopes he has presented (m 
accurate view of the thoughts offellow !ltn-
dents 'who are married. We invite Y01tr 
comments. 
William is ;]1 and has been married 
four years. Janet is 29 and has been mar-
ried one year. Michael is JU and has been 
married one year. Susan is 25 and has 
been married five years. 
Q: What effect has marriage had on your 
social life in law schotl? Is marriage an 
advantage or a disadvantage? 
William: Needless to say, there are ele-
ments that are positive and negative. On 
the whole, it's mostly positive. It's a 
trade-off. There's shopping and ironing 
and laundry to do, and when you're mar-
ried, there's no mommy to do it far you. On 
the positive side, · there's a sense that 
things are more settled; that a feeling of 
order has started to take hold. 
Janet~ There's no social pressure, the kind 
I feit when I was single. I'm, more emo-
tionally secure being married . I'm older 
rlOW, too; but, in part, it can be attrib-
uted to being married-the emotional sta-
bility, that is. 
Michael: It seems to be a definite advan-
tage, at least emotionally. Whenl come 
home from school. that is it. We don't talk 
about school so much. Being home is be-
ing away from the pressure in school. The 
stress came from school and not the mar-
riage. My biggest problem was skipping 
breakfast, because my wife would go to 
work and no one made it for me. So by 11:00 
a.m., Td be asleep. Most important to me is 
wife provides the view that law· isn't the 
be-all ( nd end-all. Ithelps me to maintain a 
perspecti ve. 
Susan: Socially. we see old fl'iends from 
college or family most of the time. It's 
easier to entertain when you're married. 
Since I'm in school and my husband keeps 
very long hours at work, we don't have as 
much free time as many of our friends do. 
Things work out fine as long as we are both 
busy, but when one has free time"lmd the 
other doesn't , the one who's free can get a 
little lonely. 
William: I don't keep any books at home. 
We've agreed that when I'm home it's mar-
riage time and when I'm in school, it's 
school time. 
Michael: I studied almost entirely at 
home. I made the decision to be away from 
-school and I'm more comfortable at home 
anyhow. 
Susan: I studied at home ' primarily be-
cause it's too noisy in the library. As ~th 
most of us, our spouses either work or go to 
school so ther~ is usually plenty of time 
alone in the house to get work done . 
Janet: I'm comfortable at home so -that's 
where most of my studying is done. It gives 
me the opportunity to have dinner with my 
husband, if nothing else. 
__ Q: Do you think marriage has made Y)YU a 
more serious student? 
Susan: I was always very serious about 
. school, even before marriage. 
Janet: Marriage, to me, lent a more.serious 
air to school. It made me look at studying 
with an eye to our joint future: my' respon-
sibility was n't just to myself. 
sive post-graduate schooling and since we 
were married all during that period we did 
need financial assistance. But now we've 
been able to plan ahead a little and things 
are better . . 
Janet: We had to take some student-loans 
but my husband worked and I did also be" 
fore law school. We didn't consciously save 
with law school in mind.· 
Michael: We had no particular strategy to 
save with 'school in mind. I had some money 
in the barik but tl}ings were pretty tough 
for a while before my wife got her present 
job. 
William: We had to forego things,; house, 
another car, for the present; but we expect 
to be able to afford all those things after 
school. We've really just postpone"d having 
them. . 
- , 
Jane~: I feel like we are a little retarded in 
our development. Many of my fl'iends have 
a house and have started families. That 
feeling might be more related to my age 
than a sense that law school caused the 
end. 
William: While there's no economic bur-
den, per se, I feel badly that my wife can't 
, quit if she wants to. But. there's always my 
promise to send hert9 school. ifshe wants. 
Janet: There's a little guilt. in that I dOJl't 
want my husband to think I'm taking ad-
vantage of the situation: goofing-off. But as 
Michael said, we believe it will be worth it 
in the end. 
Q: Do you feel that over the yew's there 's re 
danger of growi ng repreri 0/' cOlllpetill.qr 
Susan: We don't compete primarily be-
cause I'm much smarter than my husband \ 
and it would lead to problems. As for grow-
ing apart, my separate career will give me 
a sense of self, the same type of satisfaction 
my 'husband gets frOm his career. 
Janet: I don't envision us growing apart . . 
However, school has already helped me 
compete more evenly. My husband is very 
logical and I never used to be able to win an 
argument. Now, I'm proud ' to ~ay, law 
school has given me the confidence and 
ability to talk him into the ground, when 
necessary. 
"Law sdwol has gium. me the con.fid.enre to talk him . Michael: Law shouldn't be an ego trip. It's just a job as far as that goes, much like any 
other. There's no reason for my wife to feel 
inferior and I don't feel superior. We don't 
compete. We have as common g1·oul'!d. our-
(' into the ground, if T/£CR.SSGl)'." 
Michael: Getting married young makes 
one more serious and sober, although mar-
riage has made some people less sober, if 
you know what I mean. It forces one to look 
at life long-range. ~ 
William: I would never want my wife to 
think I was not giving it my best shot. 
There's a team effort idea in this for us. We 
promised each other the opportunity to go ' 
to school while the other worked and vice-
versa. Whoever wasn't in school would 
provide, financially and emotionally. 
Q: You mentioned finances. How has it 
bee?1 for you? Taugh ? 
William: Well, we can't go out as much as 
we would like to right ,now, but that's a 
problem more of the tiIl!e than money, 
actually. We planned quite extensivelY'be-
fore law school, economically, and we are 
set for two years still due to that planning. 
We both worked and saved. We have rela-
tively separate. finances though, which 
gives us freedom from worrying. 
Susan: My husband's job required exten-
selves, not our careers. 
Q: What would you do it' your marriage 
started tofall apart and it was attributable 
delay. It will be tough tQ establish my to school? 
career and find time to have children all Susan: Without children the question is 
within the next five to ten years. less complicated, but still not easy. If we 
Q: How abaut a lig'hter question? Do you had children I would feel it .my responsibil-
split up the housework? ity to quit school; the marriage would come 
Susan: Acutally, I'm, in the better position first. My husband is a doctor and a dpctor's 
to do the work since I'm home more. It's wife knows how much time he must devote 
not a question of traditional roles, it's just to his career. A doctor's wife needs a career 
more practical that way. for her own fulfillment. If there were no 
Michael: It's stri~tly 50-50. children I would need my career. 
William: We've settled on me helping out Michael: Law is not the be-all and end-all. 
-when I can. I do take both lunch and dinner My marriage comes first. I'd probably take 
to school most days so the cooking burden a year off to settle things one way or the 
is perhaps the most equally divided. We do other. 
the food shopping together. William: I'm 31 and my wife is 28. We 
Janet: We split it 50-50, also. made plans to do things this way, for the 
Q: Do YOIl feel g11ilty that YOIlI' spollse is two of us to endure these three years and 
ll'orking and ca rrlJing the lIIa.iOl~ty of the make it up to ourselves later. I would finish 
econolll ic bll rden alone! ./ school and try to fL-o: things aftennu'rls. I don't 
Michael: I don't feel guilty that she's feel I have the time to stop no\\". But \\'e get 
working, but that she's stuck in a job she along well now and the first year is over. 
doesn't like. I'm working part-time. for The first year is supposed to be the tough-
now. and that \\' ill probably add a little est, right? I don't foresee an~' Sel'ioll:' 
seQurity. We feel it \\ill be \\'orth it in the problems. 
Return of the Race. Record 
eventually steam rolled to overcome the most 
racist pigheadedness. Happily. it's true: but 
there's a lesson to be learned from this 
trend, and it goes beyond the Scott Munis 
ofthe world who are still saving us from the 
trouble of deciding what we like. The vag-
aries of modern rock & roll have brought us 
right back to the days of the race record 
and the white cover version. 
tions, record stores and listeners. People 
who would run screaming from the room at 
the mere mention of the word "Trammps" 
would respond to "Miss You" with ecstasy. 
The Rolling Stones had made disco legiti-
mate. 
by KJ Nolan 
The stated objective of New Wave and 
-its subgenres is to evoke the "classic" era of 
rock & roll. Girl-group harmonies, Farfisa 
organs and that good danceable beat are all 
elements of the mood that gave early rock 
& roll its vitality. The Wavers insist that 
they just waJlf to get back ~o those days. 
I'm not sure how close they've c9me, but I 
will grant them one thi.ng: they've brought 
back the race record. -
Back in the days of rock & roll's in-
fancy, it wasn't called rock & roll at all. 
Among aficionados, it was called rhythm 
and blues. Among music industry honchos,. 
it was called "race music" and it was called 
commercially unviable, Everyone in the 
music industry knew - God knows how, 
but they knew - that records by people 
like Ray Charles, Little Richard and Fats 
Domino would never be popular with a pre-
dominantly White mass audience. Such 
records - race records - were relegated 
to a small number of urban markets. The 
race record's corollary was the White cover 
version. These were ~atered-down re-
makes of R&B classics, i offered to White 
audiences when the demand for songs like 
"What'd I Say" and !!Tutti Frutti" became 
impossible to ignore. "Colored"stations in 
Chicago and St. Louis would air Little . 
Richard originals, while the rest of the 
world got Pat Boone cover versions. 
. A nice history lesson, you say, but 
what's it got to do with 1981? Everyone 
knows that t~e demand for the real thing 
Consider disco. I can almost hear some 
people reading this, with the familiar two-
word disco-hater's chant, That chant sums 
up the hostility towards disco that's been 
around as long as disco has. Much of the 
animosity is probably deserved. Disco has 
a long way to go artistically (more on this in 
a later column), and it's largely as boring 
and repetitive as the "Disco Sucks" chant-
ers say it is. 
But consider the Rolling Stones' "Miss 
You." It was a straight disco record, right 
down to the 2-and-2 high-hat riffs and pop-
·ped bass lines. Guess what - it was a 
smash, not only with the Maxwell's Plum 
denizens, but with rock & roll radio sta-
Then consider Blondie. This formerly 
obscure punk band with the bleached-
blonde front singer grabbed the center 
stage of pop music with "Heart of Glass." It 
was smooth. It was expertly produced. It 
made use of synthesizers and a: solid beat in 
a way that laid the foundation fOI" the elec-
trp-pop of the Eighties. 
. It was disco. 
A transformation was underway. The 
interesting thing was not so much the way 
disco fans glommed on rock & roll bands, 
but the way these records, inarguably 
disco. changed rock & roll. Suddenly, it 
was not only okay to dance, it was okay to 
be fashionable about it. A former gay club 
up 62nd Street from the Law School re-
christened itself "Hurrah" and coined the 
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employers participating in on-campus in-
terviews. Fordham is now one of four 
schools, joining fiarvard, Columbia, and 
N. Y. U., which supply their students with 
such a directory. For the alumni, she 
"Each student should isolate those employers that interest them, 
crease the desirability of Fordham stu-
dents locally and nationally. 
Considering the much-needed opti-
mism and energy Maureen Provost has 
brought to Fordham's Placement Office, 
she ;md her office were most deserving of 
being honored as they were at the SBA's 
first party on September 9th. 
and aggressiwly reach out to them." 
maint3.i~ a list of approximately 6OO.grad- will fe'el that their work really matters. She 
uates who receive a monthly newsletter is concerned, therefore, that students in-
containing job hunting tips and job listings. terested ' in public interest law, govern-
The Placement Office now reserves ment, smaller finns and areas other than New 
twenty-five percent of each employer's in- York City are well-served by · the Place-
terview schedule to be filled according to ment Office. Although career counseling 
student-designated preferences. From will be available, she acknowledges that 
past experience, Ms. Provost believes that most students have a good concept of 
employers will hire students with approxi- where they want to be, and need assistance 
mately a fifteen percent lower class stand- in achieving their goals. Th fill this need, 
ing than in earlier years, when employers the Placement Office provides resume-
were able to preselect all interview candi- writing assistance, resume referral ser-
dates. Additionally, a greater number of vices, improved and expanded specialty 
employers who represent small and medium lists, and a regularly updated job board, 
size firms, ar~ interviewing on campus this listing full time, part time, summer, per-
year. Ms. Provost hopes to attract even manent and volunteer jobs. The Placement 
more small and medium firms in the future. Office this year will begin to .address the 
She has targeted those firms which inter- needs of the neglected first year and even-
view at N.Y,U. but not at Fordham, and ing students as well, It has maintained ex-
contacted Fordham alumni currently emp- tended hours two days a week and has at-
loyed at those firms. She has encouraged tempted to schedule all programs in the 
them to participate in the on-campus in- late afternoon or early. evening to accom-
terview program, resume referral pro- modate evening students. In November it 
gram, or to judge moot court competitions, will begin a program to assist first year 
with a belief that once employers are '!lade students. . 
aware of the quality of Fordham students, The Placement Office , Ms. Provost 
they will hire them. In the meantime, many emphasized, is only a clearinghouse. To 
firms that do not interview on campus are find employment. a student has to work. 
participating in resume referral pro- She advises that each student should isolate 
grams, in which the Placement Office for- those employers that interest them, and 
wards packages of resumes from interest- agressively reach out to them. She highly 
ed students to those firms. recommends that everyone conduct a mail-
Recognizing that not all students will ing campaign no later than mid-autumn. 
obtain employment through the on-campus ' Noting that many firms that look only to 
program, the Placement Office will provide the top ten percent in September will lower 
continuing services for job-hunters. Ms. their expectations as December ap-
Provost believes that it is important for proaches and their needs are not filled , she 
people to find jobs in areas in which they recommends a second mailing campaign in 
are "passionately interested," where they December. At that time, the Placement 
Office will coordinate information on which 
firms are still hiring and provide a resume 
referral program. Ms. Provost suggest 
that students who failed to get an interview 
on campus or who were rejected early in 
the interview season write and reopen 
their applications with firms that interest 
them. She notes that November and De-
cember are the months to begin looking at 
smaller firms , and that these firms and cor-
porations hire through the spring. Stu-
dents, therefore, should continue to pursue 
a variety of sources, including mailing, per-
sonal contacts in the legal profession, 
alumni advisors, specialty lists , and re-
sume referrals, plus alternative job mar-
kets, sucn as New Jersey, Westchester, 
. Long Island, and other parts of the nation. 
Throughout the job-hunt process, Ms. Pro-
vost observes, students must be creative 
and'agressive, and pay careful attention to 
detail. The Placement ()ffice will run peri-
odic meetings and programs to assist stu-
dents throughout the year, and Ms. Pro-
vost believes that the key is for people to 
remain motivated and enthusiastic. 
Ms. Provost has long-range plans for 
Fordham. She expects to collect an exten-
sive reference library of employer direc-
tories, and to publish additional booklets on 
job search topics for the students. She 
hopes to attract a larger and more diverse 
number of employers to on-campus inter-
viewing. Most significantly, she is very im-
pressed With the quality of Fordham law 
students. Emphasizing the fact that Ford-
ham law students score in the upper ten 
percentile on the LSAT's; she intends to 
pursue mailings and alumni contacts to in-
Equity Has 
Capital Remediffi 
by Matt Sansverie 
1. "Equity abbors a forfeiture." It also 
abhors Mediterranean furniture. 
2. "Equity regards as done that which 
ought to be done." Equity hasn't heard of 
Murphy's Laws. 
:3. "Equity follows th'e Law, " It also fol· 
lows small boys. 
4. "Equity delights in doing justice and 
not by halves." Equity goes whole-hog. 
5. "He who comes into equity must come 
with clean hands." He should also wipe his 
feet at the door. 
6. "He who seeks Equity must do equity." 
Scoo bee doobee doo. 
7. "Equity aids the vigilant, not those 
who sleep on their rights." If you sleep o~ 
your lefts, you may be in the clear. 
8: "Equality is equity." So. also. is Howard 
Cosell with laryngitis. 
9. "Equity imposes an obligation to fulfil1 
an obligation." Eat your spinach! 
10. "Equity looks to the intent rather than 
to the form." Miss America can pad her 
swimsuit. 
11. "Equity will not suffer a wrong with-
out a remedy." Explain the New Jersey 
Giants. 
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